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~ Uzice is the little city in West Serbia. It’s in the center 

of the Zlatibor’s district. According to the list from 2011, 

 Uzice has 60.000 people. It’s on the river Djetinja, with  

the arranged coast. It’s near the mountain Zlatibor and  

Tara. Traffic is really bushy, because of the tourism. A lot 

of people here are growing raspberry. 



~Raspberrys~ 



~ River Djetinja is created on the slopes of the Tara  

Mountain, in the Pusto Polje near the village of Kremna. 

The river flows through Užice, and in Požega, after 75  

km, it connects with the river Moravica and that’s how  

river West Morava is created. There are two large caves  

in it’s stream. There is a cave Megara, and downstream  

from Uzice is known Potpećka cave. In the george of  

Đetinja there are several hot water sources. 



~The river Djetinja~ 



~ The old town is a medieval fortress, built most likely in 

the second half of the XIV century. It is located on a  

high, sharp rock that rises steeply down in Djetinja,  

which surrounds and prevents the approach from the  

three sides. Today only thing that remains are towers and 

 buildings in the height of about one meter, but the  

former appearance of the fortress can still be seen. Today  

this is one of the tourist attractions of the city on  

Djetinja. 
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~In the Spring~ 









~ Uzice is really beautiful in three seasons (spring,  

summer and fall), but in winter, it’s different. It’s really 

 smoggy. People are in bad mood, they’re wearing masks  

on their face because of all the bad smell and smog.  

People in Uzice are looking for an official status of the  

polluted environment. 



~Kadinjaca is a little village , 14 kilometres  

near the city of Uzice. The locals in this area  

are linked to the town of Uzice, where many  

are employed by Uzice companies. 

 

 The complex Kadinjača is a memorial natural  

monument. 



~Kadinjaca in summer~ 


